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Now Lin Ziming looked embarrassed on the surface, but his eyes became
more energetic, and the aura of his whole person became even higher. On
the contrary, it is Ashura. If his image looks better than Lin Ziming, his
spirit is obviously not as high as Lin Ziming’s, and his expression is full of
gloom and depression.
But isn’t it? He feels it now. This damn Lin Ziming is Xiaoqiang who can’t
be beaten to death. His physical strength is so frightening that he is the most
troublesome. It is Lin Ziming’s energy that is not afraid of death.
As time passed, he became more and more constrained, and he had already
fought with Lin Ziming about five or five times. He was a master at the
realm of God, if this spread out, where would he put his face!
At this moment, he had already begun to have the thought of retreating, and
Lin Ziming was immediately aware of it, and sneered and said, “Asura, are
you timid?”
“Fart!!” Ashura cursed immediately, and at the same time he was surprised.
How could Lin Ziming detect his thoughts in his heart?
It’s kind of evil.
“Can’t help it, kill you!!!
At this moment, Asura seemed to be really getting more and more annoyed.
He took a deep breath, instantly gaining momentum, and then launched a
stormy attack on Lin Ziming.
In an instant, Lin Ziming felt the tremendous pressure, but he was not afraid,
on the contrary, he became more excited and laughed twice, “Good job!”
He also didn’t retreat, just like Saburo desperately, fighting with Ashura.
Now he is going all out, his body is full of scars, even blood dripping, but he
just doesn’t retreat, his spirit is getting higher and higher, his mood is
getting more and more excited, the whole person is a tireless machine, a
Xiaoqiang who can’t beat him.
In this state of him, even other people were shocked, and everyone was in
awe and jealousy of him.
As the saying goes, the brave wins when they meet on a narrow road, and
two people fight. In fact, courage and momentum also account for a very
important reason.
For now, Lin Ziming clearly surpassed Ashura in this respect.
Originally, Asura was still close to Lin Ziming five or five, because of the
crushing momentum of this moment, he fell into a disadvantage in an instant.
However, once he fell short and wanted to seize it back, it was simply
impossible.
Asura kept cursing in his heart, and at the same time, he became more
annoyed. Now he could see that he couldn’t beat Lin Ziming today.
If he continues to fight, he will even have to capsize in the gutter, so soon,
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the retreat in his heart will be even more intense.
However, after his retreat came out, he was immediately caught by Lin
Ziming and immediately launched a more fierce attack.
Asura had always been on the offense before, and he was mostly defensive.
Now he launched the offense for the first time. For Ashura, it was an
absolutely different experience.
In an instant, Asura felt the tsunami hit his face, as if it were a vast ocean,
about to drown his whole person!
However, Asura is also an experienced powerhouse at any rate. In his
lifetime, he will be defeated in no less than a thousand battles.
He snorted coldly, opened his hands, opened and closed, and fought Lin
Ziming.
However, he still overestimated himself, or underestimated Lin Ziming too
much. With a fight, he found that his disadvantage was even more
obvious…
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